
BELIEF REVISION IN TYPE THEORYTIJN BORGHUISyAND FAIROUZ KAMAREDDINEzAND ROB NEDERPELTyyMathematis and Computing Siene, Eindhoven Univ. of Tehnology, P.O.Box513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, the Netherlands. E-mail:fv.a.j.borghuis,wsinrpng�win.tue.nlzComputing and Eletrial Engineering, Heriot-Watt Univ., Riarton, EdinburghEH14 4AS, Sotland. E-mail: fairouz�ee.hw.a.ukThis paper explores belief revision for belief states in whih an agent's beliefs aswell as his justi�ations for these beliefs are expliitly represented in the ontextof type theory. This allows for a dedutive perspetive on belief revision whih anbe implemented using existing mahinery for dedutive reasoning.1 IntrodutionAn agent who keeps expanding his belief state with new information mayreah a stage where his beliefs have beome inonsistent, and his belief statehas to be adapted to regain onsisteny. In studying this problem of \beliefrevision", the justi�ations an agent has for his beliefs are not usually onsid-ered as �rst-lass itizens. The two main approahes for dealing with beliefrevision (foundation and oherene theories5) represent justi�ations of beliefsimpliitly (e.g. as relations between beliefs in foundations theory) rather thanas objets in their own right whih are expliitly represented in the formali-sation of belief states and belief hange operations. In this paper, we explorebelief revision for belief states in whih justi�ations are �rst-lass itizens.Our motivation for investigating belief revision along these lines stemsfrom working on knowledge representation in type theory2 in the DenK-projet4. In this projet a formal model was made of a spei� ommuniationsituation, and based on this model, a human-omputer interfae was imple-mented. Both in the model and in the system, the belief states of agents wereformalised as type theoretial ontexts. This means that an agent's beliefsare represented in a binary format, where one part of the expression is theproposition believed by the agent and the other the justi�ation the agent hasfor this partiular belief. Both parts are syntati objets in their own right,and an be alulated upon by means of the rules of the type theory. This wayof representing beliefs turns justi�ations into �rst-lass itizens, and provedto be very fruitful for the purposes of the projet.At that time mehanisms for belief revision were not investigated but itbeame lear that given this formalisation of belief states there is a straight-forward dedutive approah to the problem: sine every belief is aompanied�nal: submitted to World Sienti� on June 17, 2001 1



by its justi�ation (and the rules operate on both), every inonsisteny thatsurfaes in the agents belief state has its own justi�ation ontaining the jus-ti�ations of the beliefs that ause the inonsisteny.2 Type theory for knowledge representationJudgements: The basi relation in type theory is the judgement � ` a : T(read as `term a has type T in ontext �'). Here `a' and `T ' are both formulaswritten aording to a well-de�ned syntax. a : T is alled a statement , whosesubjet is the term a. One also says that term a is an inhabitant of type T .The ontext � is a list of statements with variables as subjets, e.g. x1 :T1; : : : ; xn : Tn. The judgement � ` a : T an then be read as follows: \If x1has type T1, : : :, and xn has type Tn, then term a has type T". Note that amay ontain x1, : : :, xn, so a depends on x1 to xn. The set of subjet variablesfx1; : : : ; xng is alled the domain of �.Statements: The intuitive notion `has type' has a diret ounterpart innaive set theory, viz. `is element of'. For example, the statement `a : N'('term a has type N'), assuming that N is a symbol representing the set ofnatural numbers, an be interpreted as `a 2 N' ('the objet represented by ais element of the naturals'). The notion of having a type, however, is moregeneral than the notion of set-theoretial elementhood. This is beause a typeT an represent not only some kind of set, but also a proposition. In the latterrepresentation, the statement a : T expresses: `a is (a term representing) aproof of the proposition T '. One speaks of `propositions as types and proofsas terms' (abbreviated as PAT ) in order to emphasize this usage of types.Contexts: The ontext � in a judgement � ` a : T ontains the `prerequisites'neessary for establishing the statement a : T . In � = x1 : T1; : : : ; xn : Tn, astatement xi : Ti expresses many kinds of prerequisites, the simplest being:1. xi is an element of the set Ti,2. Ti is an assumption (a proposition) and xi is its atomi justi�ation.However, in type theory there are di�erent `levels' of typing: a type an havea type itself. Statements expressing the typing of types deal with the well-formedness of these types. For the Ti in 1. and 2. above, we an have:1. Ti : set, to express that Ti is a well-formed formula representing a set,2. Ti : prop, to express that Ti is well-formed representing a proposition.The last-mentioned statements an also be part of a ontext. So a ontextould look like: T1 : prop; T2 : set; x1 : T1; x2 : T2. The terms set and propare examples of so-alled sorts , prede�ned onstants on whih the type systemis based. Every type system has a spei� set of sorts, whih we denote by S.We identify three harateristis of knowledge whih, aording to us,should be taken into aount in any attempt to formalize knowledge:�nal: submitted to World Sienti� on June 17, 2001 2



� Subjetivity: Knowledge of an agent is partial : no one knows everything,and agents di�er in what they know and don't know. Also, knowledgeis formulated in terms of onepts whih are subjetive in the sense thatone agent may judge something to be an instane of a ertain onept,while another agent would not reognize this as suh.� Justi�ation: Knowledge is justi�ed: agents not only know things, butthey have reasons for knowing them. Generally, parts of knowledge arejusti�ed in terms of more basi parts; an agent's body of knowledge isstrutured. And even atomi justi�ations are supports for the knowl-edge, sine they point at an origin (an axiom, an observation, et.).� Inrementality: The knowledge of an agent an be extended as new in-formation beomes available. Whether this information an be inorpo-rated by the agent depends on the possibility to tie this information tothe knowledge that is already present. This may lead to simply addingthe new information, but also to dismissing it (for instane beause it isinomprehensible) or even to a reorganization of the existing knowledge.With these requirements, the traditional distintion between knowledge andbelief disappears: there an be no knowledge whih is true in any absolutesense, sine an agent's knowledge depends on his subjetive oneptualisationof the world. At best some piees of knowledge turn out to be more reliablethan others and some things an be agreed upon by more agents than others.There is a natural way to apture the above harateristis in type theory:� Subjetivity is aptured by types: Eah onept is formalized as a type,eah instane of the onept is a term inhabiting this type. An agent'ssubjetive ability to reognize something as an instane of a onept, ismirrored in the ability to judge that the orresponding term inhabits theorresponding type. Note that `having a onept' is also subjetive inthe sense that di�erent people may have formed di�erent onepts in theourse of time. This means that one agent an have a onept, whereasanother agent has no omparable onept. And in ase agents do haveomparable onepts, they may di�er in what they reognise as belongingto this onept. In ase the type formalizing the onept is a `set-type',this means that they may di�er in what they regard as elements of the set(a rhododendron may be a tree for the one, but a shrub for the other). Inase this type is a `proposition-type', they may di�er in what they aeptas a justi�ation for that proposition.� Justi�ation is aptured by terms: As said before, by the PAT-priniple,justi�ations are �rst-lass itizens, formalized in the type-theoretialsyntax as terms. The fat that term a justi�es proposition T , is expressed�nal: submitted to World Sienti� on June 17, 2001 3



as the statement a : T . The rules of type theory allow these terms tobe ombined into omplex terms, whih reets that parts of knowledgemay be a strutured ombination of more basi parts of knowledge.� Inrementality is aptured by ontexts: An agent's knowledge state anbe formalized as a type-theoretial ontext. Addition of new informationto the knowledge state an be formalized by adding statements to theontext, dismissing information amounts to reduing the ontext. Infor-mation may only be added if it `mathes' an agent's knowledge state. Intype theory, a statement an only extend a ontext if it obeys ertainwell-formedness restritions.The knowledge state of an agent onsists of `everything he knows' at someinstant. Given our haraterization of knowledge, this means that everythingin a knowledge state is formulated in terms of the agent's onepts. Hene:� Meaningfulness: An agent has formed his own, private onepts, andonly things formulated by means of these onepts an be meaningful tohim. Whether or not information oming from outside (by observation orommuniation) makes sense, depends on the onepts that are alreadyavailable. (We assume that the entirety of onepts of an agent is �xed.)� Inhabitation: Whatever an agent knows about the world is reorded ina knowledge state in the form of meaningful expressions that he aepts.This inludes expressions about whih objets `inhabit' the onepts, andwhih propositions hold, aording to the agent.If we take the following (very simple) ontext as representing an agent's knowl-edge state: T1 : prop; T2 : set; x1 : T1; x2 : T2, we an see:� Meaningfulness is aptured by statements of the form T : prop or T : set.That is to say, in this example the agent has two onepts, viz. T1, whihis a proposition to him, and T2, whih is a set. At this stage, there are noother onepts, i.e. all sets and propositions whih are not onstrutedout of T1 and/or T2 are not meaningful to him.� Inhabitation is aptured by statements of the form x : T , where T ismeaningful. In the example ontext, the inhabitant x1 of T1 representsthe agent's justi�ation for the holding of T1, and the inhabitant x2 ofT2 is an element of the set T2 whih is reognized as suh by the agent.'Everything an agent knows' at a ertain instant an be divided into:� Expliit knowledge expressed by the statements in ontext �. These areexpliitly represented piees of knowledge diretly available to the agent.� Impliit knowledge expressed by statements derivable on ontext �. Theseare onsequenes (obtained by inferene) of an agent's expliit knowledge.Hene, in a judgement of the form � ` a : T , the expliit knowledge an befound to the left of `, and the impliit knowledge to the right of `.�nal: submitted to World Sienti� on June 17, 2001 4



3 Conluding remarksWe explored the use of expliitly represented justi�ations in belief revisionwhere beliefs and belief states were represented respetively as type theoret-ial statements and ontexts (for details see 3). Justi�ations make it easyto identify the beliefs that ause inonsisteny of the belief state and greatlysimplify the handling of dependenies between beliefs. Our approah is appli-able to agents with limited omputational resoures beause it is dedutiveand we do not require that our theory of belief revision itself selets whihbeliefs have to be removed. This holds independently of the strength of thelogi in whih the belief hange operations are ast: the mehanisms that wereused to represent justi�ations and dependeny relations between beliefs areat the heart of type theory, making our approah appliable to: a) a largefamily of type systems, and hene b) given the onnetions between type the-ory and logi, in a wide range of logis2. Our work has been implemented onthe basis of a standard type theoreti theorem prover where the agents beliefstate is represented as type theoretial ontexts as desribed in this paper 4.Although we know of no work in the literature where justi�ations areexpliitly represented, we show in 3 that our framework is related to: a)revision for belief bases and to Foundations Theory, but does not su�er fromthe drawbaks usually assoiated with foundations theory suh as problemswith disbelief propagation, irular justi�ations, and multiple justi�ationsfor the same belief; and b) the work of Hansson on semi-revision, whose notionof onsolidation an be simulated in our framework and where new informationis not automatially ompletely trusted.Referenes1. Ahn, R., Borghuis, T., Communiation Modelling and Context-Dependent Interpretation: an Integrated Approah. In: TYPES'98.LNCS 1657, Springer Verlag (1999), pp. 19 { 32.2. Barendregt, H., Lambda aluli with types. In Handbook of logi in om-puter siene, Abramsky, Gabbay andMaibaum (eds.), Oxford UniversityPress, Oxford (1992), pp. 117 { 309.3. Borghuis, T., and Nederpelt, R., Belief Revision with Expliit Justi�-ations, an Exploration in Type Theory. CS-report 00-17, EindhovenUniversity of Tehnology, Dept. of Math. and Comp. S., NL (2000).4. Bunt, H., Ahn, R., Beun, R-J., Borghuis, T., and Van Overveld, K., Mul-timodal Cooperation with the DenK System. In: Multimodal Human-Computer Interation, Bunt, H., Beun, R-J., Borghuis, T. (eds.), LetureNotes in Arti�ial Intelligene 1374, Springer Verlag (1998), pp. 39 { 67.5. G�ardenfors, P., The dynamis of belief systems: Foundations versus o-herene theories, Revue Int. de Philosophie, 44 (1990), pp. 24 { 46.�nal: submitted to World Sienti� on June 17, 2001 5


